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Stalin
Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin (born Ioseb Besarionis dzе Jughashvili, Georgian: იოსებ ბესარიონის ძე ჯუღაშვილი; 18 December [O.S. 6 December] 1878
– 5 March 1953) was a Georgian revolutionary and Soviet politician who ruled the Soviet Union from the mid-1920s until his death in 1953. He
served as the general secretary of the Communist Party ...
Joseph Stalin - Wikipedia
Joseph Stalin (1878-1953) was the dictator of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) from 1929 to 1953. Under Stalin, the Soviet Union was
transformed from a peasant society into an...
Joseph Stalin – Biography, World War II & Facts - HISTORY
Joseph Stalin, Russian in full Iosif Vissarionovich Stalin, original name (Georgian) Ioseb Dzhugashvili, (born December 18 [December 6, Old Style],
1878, Gori, Georgia, Russian Empire [ see Researcher’s Note] —died March 5, 1953, Moscow, Russia, U.S.S.R.), secretary-general of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union (1922–53) and premier of the Soviet state (1941–53), who for a quarter of a century dictatorially ruled the Soviet Union and
transformed it into a major world power.
Joseph Stalin | Biography, World War II, Death, & Facts ...
On December 18, 1879, in the Russian peasant village of Gori, Georgia, Iosif Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili - later known as Joseph Stalin - was born.
The son of Besarion Jughashvili, a cobbler, and...
Joseph Stalin - Facts, Quotes & World War II - Biography
Joseph Stalin (December 18, 1878–March 5, 1953) was an important leader in the Russian Revolution who became the head of the Communist Party
and dictator of the Soviet state known as the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR).
Biography of Joseph Stalin, Dictator of Soviet Union
Joseph Stalin was a dictator who led the Soviet Union from the mid–1920s until 1953 as the general secretary of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union and premier of the Soviet Union.
7 Atrocities Soviet Dictator Joseph Stalin Committed ...
Stalinism, the method of rule, or policies, of Joseph Stalin, Soviet Communist Party and state leader from 1929 until his death in 1953. Stalinism is
associated with a regime of terror and totalitarian rule.
Stalinism | Definition, Facts, & Legacy | Britannica
Joseph Stalin (1878-1953) was the dictator of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) from 1929-1953. He murdered tens of millions of people
as he forced an underdeveloped Soviet Union to become an atomic superpower.
59 Terrifying Facts about Joseph Stalin | FactRetriever
Near the end of his life, Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin had taken to spending almost all of his free time at his dacha in the Moscow suburb of
Kuntsevo. Easily depressed when left on his own, he...
The True Story of the Death of Stalin | History ...
At the height of the 1932-33 Ukrainian famine under Joseph Stalin, starving people roamed the countryside, desperate for something, anything to
eat. In the village of Stavyshche, a young peasant...
How Joseph Stalin Starved Millions in the Ukrainian Famine ...
Joseph Stalin, the second leader of the Soviet Union, died on 5 March 1953 at the Kuntsevo Dacha aged 74 after suffering a stroke. He was given a
state funeral with four days of national mourning declared. His body was subsequently embalmed and interred in Lenin's & Stalin's Mausoleum until
1961.
Death and state funeral of Joseph Stalin - Wikipedia
62 quotes from Joseph Stalin: 'A single death is a tragedy; a million deaths is a statistic.', 'Those who vote decide nothing. Those who count the vote
decide everything.', and 'Ideas are far more powerful than guns. We don't let our people have guns. Why should we let them have ideas?'
Joseph Stalin Quotes (Author of Dialectical and Historical ...
Joseph Stalin After Stalin's death was announced, huge, weeping crowds filled Moscow's streets, while his embalmed body was placed alongside
Lenin in the Red Square mausoleum. The country that he had ravaged continued to honor him--but only for a time.
Joseph Stalin: After Stalin | SparkNotes
Joseph Stalin was born as Ioseb Besarionis dze Jughashvili in Gori, Georgia, Russian Empire (18 December 1878 – 5 March 1953). was a Georgian
politician who became leader of the Soviet Union from 1922 until his death. He replaced Vladimir Lenin as leader of the Soviet Union.
Joseph Stalin - Simple English Wikipedia, the free ...
Wishing and greeting her with 'Vanakkam,' Stalin said it was a matter of pride for the state's people that America's first woman vice-president has a
link to Tamil Nadu as her mother hailed from ...
Stalin writes to Kamala Harris in Tamil, recalls her links ...
Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin (Robert Duvall) rises from his rejection as being physically unfit in the Czar's Army during World War I to undisputed
head of the huge Soviet empire of the 1950s.
Stalin (TV Movie 1992) - IMDb
Stalin’s name meant "man of steel" and he lived up to it. He oversaw the war machine that helped defeat Nazism and was the supreme ruler of the
Soviet Union for a quarter of a century. His regime...
Joseph Stalin: National hero or cold-blooded murderer ...
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Joseph Stalin (a code name meaning "Man of Steel") was born Iosif (Joseph) Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili in 1878 in Gori, Georgia, the Transcaucasian
part of the Russian Empire. His father was a cobbler named Vissarion Dzhugashvili, a drunkard who beat him badly and frequently and left the family
when Joseph was young.
Joseph Stalin - Biography - IMDb
Stalin - Russian leader who succeeded Lenin as head of the Communist Party and created a totalitarian state by purging all opposition (1879-1953)
Iosif Vissarionovich Dzhugashvili, Joseph Stalin Based on WordNet 3.0, Farlex clipart collection. © 2003-2012 Princeton University, Farlex Inc.
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